
�Labor rights/Sweatshops�Corporate Accountability�Trade and Investment�Fair Trade and EconomicAlternatives
�Militarization� Int’l Democracy and Elections�Peace and Conflict

�Prisons and Police Brutality�Drug War
�Poverty and Homelessness�Sanctions and Embargoes�Migration and Immigration�Environment and SustainableDevelopment

�Environmental Racism�Land and Agriculture�Food and Hunger�Women
�Children
�Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender

To reserve your space on the trip of your choice:1. Complete the application and return with a photo (snapshots are fine and photo is for identification purposes only).

This application helps us to focus the trip according to your interests and experience. Please type or print clearly.

2. Mail this application and a check payable to Global Exchange for the $200 nonrefundable deposit, or fill out

your credit card details on the back. If you cannot go, this deposit can be transferred to another trip of your

choice 30 days before the departure date. Transfer of deposits are good for one year. Call us at 1-800-497-1994.

3. Please register no later than (optimally) 60 days prior to the trip. Full payment is due 45 days prior to departure.

4. Send application to: Attn: (Country) Tour Coordinator, Global Exchange, 2017 Mission St. # 303, San Francisco, CA 94110, or fax

both sides to 415-255-7498.Trip you are applying for ______________________________________________________ Departure Date _____/_____/_____

Name_________________________________________ Name _______________________________________________________

(as it appears on your passport)
(as you prefer to be called)

Father’s Name (for Iran travelers only) _____________________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________ City ____________________ State _________ Zip _________________

Home Phone ___________________________________ Work Phone _____________ Fax________________________________

E-Mail _____________________________ Date of Birth _____/_____/_____ Age _______ Place of Birth ____________________

Occupation ____________________________________ Employer ____________________________________________________

(if retired, please state from what field)Ethnic Background (optional) _______________________________________________ Gender ____________________________

Passport Information: I am a citizen of ____________________________________________________________________________

Passport Number ________________________________ State Where Issued_____________________________________________

Date of Issue _____/_____/_____
Date of Expiration _____/_____/_____

Person to contact in case of emergency: ________________________________________ Relation ____________________________

Email _________________________________________ City ____________________ State ______________________________

Day Phone_____________________________________ Evening Phone ________________________________________________

Language abilities other than English: (Please indicate whether basic, intermediate, conversational or fluent)

Spanish ____________________________ Portuguese __________________________ French/Creole _______________________

Hebrew ____________________________  Arabic _____________________________ Other ______________________________

Accommodations: Tour price is for double occupancy (which is not always guaranteed). Single room accommodations require an additional

fee. Please mark your preferences:
� Non-Smoking � Smoking    Do you want a single room? � Yes � No  If No: Do you have a roommate? � Yes � No

If Yes: Name ___________________________________  We will assign a roommate, if available. Gender preference: _____________

What are the themes/topics that interest you? (Please check all that apply):

PHOTO

R E A L I T Y  T O U R S   Application

� Indigenous People�Art and Culture�Religion and Spirituality�Health and Healing�Energy
�Education

(Continued on back)

Travel
Redefined

Reality Tours

800-497-1994 ext. 221 | www.globalexchange.org

“[The Reality Tour] was

more of a learning

experience than I

could have imagined.

It was just incredible! “

—Participant on

Palestine Delegation

Global Exchange  
Print Collateral Style Guide

Current Issues Reader and Resource Guide

R E A L I T Y  T O U R S  Laos and Cambodia

Compiled by Julie Teng and Walesa Kanarck 2017 Mission St., Suite 303 • San Francisco, CA 94110 • Phone: 415-255-7296 • Fax: 415-255-7498 • www.globalexchange.org

Anthropology 2004

VII International Conference

November 22–28, 2004   •  $1845 (land only)

Global Exchange invites you to join a special delegation to attend Anthropology 2004: VII International Conference in 

Havana, Cuba. Global Exchange is organizing a U.S. delegation of professionals in the field, which will include institution 

visits, meetings with Cuban counterparts and other cultural activities in addition to the conference meetings and plenary. 

This delegation will focus specifically on the cultural diversity of Cuba, religion, and spirituality, and will also acquaint 

the group with Cuba’s history and provide insight into Cuba’s day-to-day reality.

Themes
Theories and methodologies in Caribbean archeology • Periods and classifications in Caribbean archeology 

• Historical archeology: challenges in tourism and urban development • Physical anthropology, genetics, and 

biological methods for identifying human groups • Migrations, populations in pre-hispanic Antillean societies 

• Theoretical problems in contemporary anthropology • Ethnicity and race • Applied anthropology • Socio-

cultural, environmental and developmental anthropology • Culture and community • Popular religions in the 

Americas • Identity • Community projects and anthropology

Contact Aura with any questions at 415-575-5522, 800-497-1994 ext.252, or aura@globalexchange.org

R E A L I T Y  T O U R S

2017 Mission Street, Suite 303

San Francisco, CA 94110

800-497-1994 | www.globalexchange.org

OCTOBER 2003

What is Global Exchange?

Global Exchange is a nonprofit human rights

organization working for global political, economic,

environmental and social justice. Since our founding

in 1988, we have increased the US public’s aware-

ness of global issues while building progressive,

grassroots international partnerships. Global

Exchange pursues these goals through four program

areas: Reality Tours, which educate the public

about international issues through socially respon-

sible travel; Fair Trade, which helps build eco-

nomic justice from the bottom up through the

sale of crafts that generate income for artisans in

over 37 countries; Public Education, which produces

literature and videos, and organizes educational

workshops and nation wide speaking tours; and

Human and Global Economic Rights Campaigns,

which struggle to eliminate overseas sweatshops that

make products for US companies as well as promote

economic justice and an end to human rights abuses

around the world.

Disclaimer: The dates for this tour, the total cost and the

program highlights have been tentatively set. We will send you

finalized tour information before you book your ticket.

Meet the people.

Learn the facts.

Make a difference.

Brazil

Photography by Charlotte Casey

Program Highlights

• Celebrate the coming of a New Year with

millions of Brazilians in Rio’s traditional

carnival style.

• Meet with representatives from strategic

governmental agencies, political parties, and

NGOs to examine the social, economic and

political framework of contemporary Brazil.

• Visit Rio de Janeiro, Brazil’s most beautiful and

troubled city. Meet with organizations working

in the favelas and examine the effects of

globalization on the lives of thousands of Brazil’s

street children.

• Learn about Brazil’s ethnic makeup and the

country’s African roots and current cultural

expressions—from Afro-reggae to spirituality.

• Learn about the widespread police corruption

and environmental pollution in Rio’s metropoli-

tan region.

• Learn about Brazil’s tragic history of military

rule that resulted in the torture and disappear-

ance of thousands of activists.

• Meet with members of the Movimiento dos

Trabal-hodores Rurais Sem Terra, Brazil’s

Landless Workers Movement, the largest social

movement in the Americas and learn about their

experiences in their struggle for land reform and

a more just society.

• See some of the beautiful traditional sites of Rio

from the Christ Statue, to the Tijuca Forest, to

historical museums and monuments.

“A World without Hunger Is Possible.”
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Collateral Overview
Collateral refers to the printed material that is designed 
to help support Global Exchange’s campaigns and 
programs. Collateral provides an excellent opportunity 

Toolkit or Action PackToolkit or Action Pack

to provide a strong, distinct, and consistent image. 
The standardization of design and production also 
ensures that the collateral can be effi ciently adapted by 
different designers.

Fundraising AppealFundraising Appeal

Reality Tours—BrochureReality Tours—Brochure

Reality Tours—ReaderReality Tours—Reader

Reality Tours—AdReality Tours—Ad
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I.  Introduction

Reality Tours—General and Cuba FormsReality Tours—General and Cuba Forms

Frequently Used FlyerFrequently Used Flyer

Reality Tours—Orientation PackReality Tours—Orientation PackReality Tours—FlyerReality Tours—Flyer

The range of Global Exchange collateral is shown below. 
The following guidelines provide specifi cations for the 
design and production of these printed materials.

All items are formatted in PageMaker 6.5, and 
photocopied in black-and-white on 20# white 8-1/2" x 
11" paper, unless otherwise specifi ed. Smaller quantities 
are photocopied by the requestor; larger quantities are 
sent by the designer to a service bureau.
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Key Elements
These guidelines have been developed to create a 
consistent look and feel across all levels of collateral. 
The usage, sizing, and positioning of the key elements 
as specifi ed in the following guidelines must be adhered 
to at all times. 

The key elements are the logo, approved colors, approved 
fonts, and the approved address line format.

Global Exchange Logo
Global Exchange’s logo is composed of the logotype 
“Global Exchange” and the globe separating the two 
words, as shown below. The formats on this page are 
the only versions that can be used. The preferred format 
is the horizontal layout, with all three elements centered 
on the same horizontal line.

The logo is saved as an Adobe Illustrator EPS fi le. After 
the logo is brought into PageMaker or another layout 
program, it is generally sized at 35 percent. It may never 
appear larger than 45 percent.

The approved colors for the Global Exchange logo are:

•     Black except for inner globe with “land” in 
PANTONE® Matching System (PMS) 286 blue and 
“ocean” in PMS 367 green (“GX Logo color.eps”)

•     All black (“GX Logo black.eps”)

•     All reversed to white (“GX Logo white.eps”) 

Logo Formats for Special Uses
•     The horizontal format with the tagline “building 

people-to-people ties” at 80 percent of the width of 
the logo appears on Toolkit and Action Pack covers, 
and on certain Reality Tours materials (“GX Logo 
black lg tagline.eps”). This format may also appear 
all reversed to white. A format with the tagline at 
30 percent of the width of the color logo appears 
only on the Global Exchange letterhead and in the 
Newsletter, and is not shown here.

•     The horizontal format may also appear in PMS 286 
blue when that blue is the only ink color used, such 
as on return envelopes for Fundraising Appeals (“GX 
Logo PMS286.eps”).

•     In rare cases in which using the horizontal format 
would require the Global Exchange logo to be 
smaller than two inches in length, such as in a 
small advertisement, use the alternate “square” 
layout shown below, with the elements centered 
on a vertical line (“GX Logo square.eps”). This 
format may also appear in all black or all reversed 
to white.

PMS 367 greenPMS 367 greenPMS 286 bluePMS 286 blue

II. Logos, Colors, and Fonts
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Global Exchange Typography
To create and maintain a consistent look throughout 
the organizational program, the same families and styles 
of type should be used at all times. The type fonts used 
by Global Exchange are Univers and Adobe Garamond, 
as shown below.

Univers is used for heads, subheads and captions only. It 
is not to be used for large blocks of text. Note: Univers 
Bold is not used as it prints incorrectly on the Global 
Exchange laser printers.

Adobe Garamond is used for text; it may also be used 
for second-level subheads.

For Microsoft Word documents only: If Univers and 
Adobe Garamond are not available, Arial and Times New 
Roman, respectively, may be substituted.

Univers 45 Light
Univers 45 Light Oblique

Univers 55 Regular
Univers 55 Regular Oblique

Univers 67 Bold Condensed
Univers 67 Bold Condensed Oblique

Univers 75 Black
Univers 75 Black Oblique

The Univers Type Family (Light, Regular, Bold Condensed, and 
Black, with their respective Oblique versions). 

Note: Univers Bold is not used as it prints incorrectly on the 
Global Exchange laser printers.

Adobe Garamond Regular 
Adobe Garamond Italic

Adobe Garamond Bold
Adobe Garamond Bold Italic 

The Adobe Garamond Type Family (Regular and Bold, with their 
respective Italic versions)

Text Specifi cations and Examples
The following are the main type styles used in Global 
Exchange materials; they appear in the Style Menus of 
all documents in the Working Files folder of the graphics 
computer. Additional styles may also appear.

All text is 100 percent black, justifi ed, and set on Auto 
leading unless otherwise specifi ed. 

Headings are Univers 75 Black 14 
point, with 0.15" space before.

First-level subheads are Univers 67 Bold 
Condensed 12 point, with 0.1" space before. 
A subhead directly under a head has no 
space before. 

Second-level headings are Adobe Garamond 
Bold 11 point, with no space before or after.

Text type is Adobe Garamond. 11 point, with 
0.1" space after.

•     Bulleted Lists are based on Text type, with a 
hanging indent of 0.25" and a Tab at 0.25". 

•     List items may also appear with no space after, 
for design or fi tting purposes.

Captions are Univers 45 Light 8 point, with 0.05" 
space after.

Global Exchange Address Line Format
The address line consists of the street address, phone 
and fax numbers, and Web site address, each item 
separated by a bullet with a single space on either side. 
The type is 8 point Univers 55 Regular, except for the 
Web address which is Univers 75 Black. The address is 
generally centered below the logo at the bottom of the 
page. Note: the address appears all on one line wherever all on one line wherever all on one line
possible, as shown below.

2017 Mission St., Suite 303 • San Francisco, CA 94110 • Phone: 415-255-7296 • Fax: 415-255-7498 • 2017 Mission St., Suite 303 • San Francisco, CA 94110 • Phone: 415-255-7296 • Fax: 415-255-7498 • www.globalexchange.org
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Purpose
Many Global Exchange departments produce Toolkits 
and Action Packs to educate concerning a issue or topic 
of a campaign or program.

Format
Toolkits and Action Packs are photocopied double-sided 
on 11" x 17" paper, with the cover on colored 11" x 17" 
card stock. The document is folded to 8.5" x 11", and 
fastened with two staples in the fold (saddle-stitched).

The separate cover and interior fi les are 8.5" x 11", so 
the designer must use the Make Booklet command 
(Utilities/Plug-Ins/Make Booklet) to reformat the 
documents so that they will print correctly onto 11" x 
17". Add “booklet” to the names of these new document 
before saving.

III. Toolkits and Action Packs

Toolkit or Action Pack outside front coverToolkit or Action Pack outside front cover Toolkit or Action Pack outside back coverToolkit or Action Pack outside back cover
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Notes
•     The name of the issue or action may appear at the 

top of the front cover in Univers 75 Black, sized to 
fi t the line, and reversed to white.

•     The Global Exchange logo with tagline, address line, 
and 0.25 point box are already on the Master page 
for the outside front and outside back overs.

•     Make sure to update the contact information on the 
back cover.

•     Toolkits and Action Packs may have a Table of 
Contents if desired.

•     Text may be in two or three columns.

•     Section Heads, if they appear, are 50% gray Univers 
67 Bold Condensed 18 point, with a 50% gray 0.25 
point rule below at 0" offset and 0.1" space after.

•     Section footers are Univers 45 Light Oblique 
9 point, with a Roman numeral indicating the 
section number. Footers are set up in existing Master 
pages; just update the section names.

•     The Credit First Line is Adobe Garamond Italic 11 
point with a 50% gray 0.25 point rule above and 
0.05" space below.

•     Subsequent Credit paragraphs have no line above.

Toolkit or Action Pack two-column formatToolkit or Action Pack two-column format Toolkit or Action Pack three-column formatToolkit or Action Pack three-column format
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Purpose
The Development department produces Fundraising 
Appeals to generate memberships and donations.

Format
Fundraising Appeals consist of an 8.5" x 11"  letter, a 3.8" 
x 8.5" (one-third page) buckslip, a return (#9) envelope, 
and an outer (#10) envelope. These documents are 
formatted in Quark XPress 4.2, and because of the large 
quantity, they are offset printed instead of photocopied. 
The Development department may prefer to send fi les 
to the printer themselves; make sure to ask.

IV. Fundraising Appeals

Appeal letter front Appeal letter back
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Notes
•     Emphasized text in the letter should be underlined, 

exactly as it appears in the Word document from 
Development.

•     The design of the buckslip includes a headline, 
checkboxes for different levels of donations, and 
information about the GEMS program. Other 
features, such as gift items, may change.

•     The return envelope is printed in all PMS 286 blue. 
The window shape is for reference only and does not 
print.

•     The Development department will give the designer 
the permit number for the return envelope, as well 
as the art fi les for the barcode and FIM for the outer 
envelope.

Buckslip front and back

Return envelopeReturn envelope

Outer envelope
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Purpose
Many Global Exchange departments produce Flyers 
concerning events, issues, or topics of a campaign or 
program. 

Format
The Ten Things You Can Do, Top Ten Reasons, and 
generic fl yers are copied double-sided on 8.5" x 11" 
paper; the No Blood fl yers are copied double-sided 2-
up on 8.5" x 11" paper and cut to 5.5" x 8.5". Many 
departments use the fi rst three formats; the No Blood 
fl yers are updated and reused exclusively by the Clean 
Car Campaign. All may be on whatever color paper the 
requestor chooses.

V. Frequently Used Flyers

Top Ten Reasons front

Ten Things You Can Do flyer front 
and back
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Notes
•     The full-page fl yers have a headline and introductory 

paragraph followed by two columns of text.

•     The single column of introductory text under the 
headline on the full-page fl yers is Adobe Garamond 
Italic 13 point with 17 point leading.

•     The fronts of the Ten Things You Can Do and Top 
Ten Reasons fl yers are identical. The back of the 
Ten Things fl yer uses the Text Bullet style, with the 
fi rst word or phrase of each item manually changed 
to Univers 67 Bold Condensed. A similar process is 
used on the No Blood fl yers.

•     A three-column format may be used only on the 
generic fl yer.

Generic flyer front and back

No Blood flyer front and back
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Purpose
The Reality Tours department produces Forms to gather 
information about prospective, present, and past tour 
participants.

Format
Forms are copied double-sided onto 8.5" x 11" paper. If 
they are single-sided, they are usually paired with another 
single-sided form to conserve paper. Each form uses a 
specifi c color paper; see page 22 for details.

VI. Reality Tours—General and Cuba Forms

Application form front and backApplication form front and back

Liability formLiability form
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Notes
•     The name of the form appears in Adobe Garamond 

Italic 18 point after “REALITY TOURS” in the black 
bar.

•     The above text is centered between the left margin 
and the world or Cuba outline.

•     The address appears across the bottom of the page 
below the logo, or stacked below the logo in the left 
part of the tour deposit form.

•     Text may be 10 point if necessary for fi tting.

Trip Evaluation form frontTrip Evaluation form front Cuba Health formCuba Health form

Cuba Information Gathering formCuba Information Gathering form
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Purpose
The Reality Tours department places Ads in various 
publications to generate participants for tours. 

Format
The chart below shows colors and dimensions for the 
most commonly run ads.

Magazine                  Colors Width Height

Glimpse b/w 5.5" 1.42"

NACLA b/w 1.875" 4.365"

The Nation b/w 2.25" 2.25"

The New 
Internationalist b/w 3.5" 2.5"

Sojourners b/w 2.32" 4.875"

Transitions Abroad CMYK (full) 2.125" 2.25"

VII. Reality Tours—Ads

Glimpse ad

NACLA ad

Sojourners adSojourners ad

NACLA ad
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•    The Transitions Abroad ad uses the color version Transitions Abroad ad uses the color version Transitions Abroad
of the Global Exchange logo and a 20% PMS 367 
green (CMYK match) box behind the text type.

•     A 0.5 point rule outlines the entire ad.

•     If a Web ad is needed, resize an existing ad and adapt  
to RGB color.

Notes
•     Headline type for ads is Garamond Light Condensed 

at 18 to 26 point. Text type is Univers 45 Light, 
with Univers 67 Bold Condensed for dates and/or 
emphasis, at 7 to 10 point. Type size varies according 
to ad size and amount of text.

•     The photograph may appear above, below, or next 
to the headline and text.

•     The Global Exchange logo, “Reality Tours,” the 
800 number with the extension appropriate to the 
featured tour, and the Web address must appear on 
each ad. These elements are centered vertically in a 
10% gray box at the bottom of the ad.

Alternate formats for Nation adAlternate formats for Nation Transitions Abroad adTransitions Abroad ad
New Internationalist adNew Internationalist ad
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Purpose
The Reality Tours department produces Brochures 
for each featured country, outlining upcoming tours, 
program highlights, costs, and contact information.

Format
Brochures are copied double-sided onto 8.5" x 11" 
Astroparche 60# paper, and tri-folded (three-column 
format), except for the Cuba and Educational Partnership 
brochures, which are copied onto 8.5" x 14" paper and 
roll-folded (four-column format). Each country uses a 
specifi c color paper; see page 22 for details.

Brochure outside (three-column format)Brochure outside (three-column format)

VIII. Reality Tours—Brochures
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Brochure inside (three-column format)Brochure inside (three-column format) Brochure inside (four-column format)Brochure inside (four-column format)

Notes
•     On the front panel of the brochure, “REALITY TOURS,” 

the name of the country, and the country outline 
appear in the black bar. Below the bar are a map of 
the country or area, a photograph, the “Meet the 
People...” wording, and a white Global Exchange 
logo with tagline in another black bar. The tour 
name does not appear on this panel, except in the 
case of World Social Forum brochures.

•     The back panel has boilerplate text describing Global 
Exchange and its programs, a disclaimer, photo 
credits if any, and the Global Exchange address and 
contact information. The most recent print date 
appears at the bottom of this panel—remember to 
update this. Note: All elements for this panel are on 
the Master page.

•     The remaining panel on the outside has text reversed 
to white out of a black box, and may have a photo. 
The text may be Adobe Garamond 10 point or 
Univers 55 Regular 9 point.

•     Headings are Univers 75 Black 12 point.

•     Subheads are Univers 67 Bold Condensed 10 point.

•     Text is Adobe Garamond 10 point.

•     The inside of the brochure may have text and photos 
in any combination. Photos may span one or more 
complete columns.

•     Email and phone contact information for the specifi c 
country/tour appears in the patterned bar at the 
bottom of the inside page.
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Purpose
The Reality Tours department produces Readers to 
inform participants about the tour country and pertinent 
issues before they leave for the tour.

Format
Readers, like Toolkits and Action Packs, are photocopied 
double-sided on 11" x 17" paper, with the cover on 
colored 11" x 17" card stock. The document is folded 
to 8.5" x 11", and fastened with two staples in the fold 
(saddle-stitched). Each country uses a specifi c color 
paper; see page 22 for details, and match the cover color 
as closely as possible to the brochure color.

The separate cover and interior fi les are 8.5" x 11", so 
the designer must use the Make Booklet command 
(Utilities/Plug-Ins/Make Booklet) to reformat the 
documents so that they will print correctly onto 11" x 
17". Add “booklet” to the names of these new documents 
before saving.

IX. Reality Tours—Readers 

Reader Table of ContentsReader Table of ContentsReader coverReader cover
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•     The text is in a two-column format.

•     As in Toolkits and Action packs, Section Heads are 
50% gray Univers 67 Bold Condensed 18 point, 
with a 50% gray 0.25 point rule below at 0" offset 
and 0.1" space after.

•     Section footers are Univers 45 Light Oblique 
9 point, with a Roman numeral indicating the 
section number. Footers are set up in existing Master 
pages; just update the section names.

•     The Credit First Line is Adobe Garamond Italic 11 
point with a 50% gray 0.25 point rule above and 
0.05" space below.

•     Subsequent Credit paragraphs have no line above.

•     Each new article starts directly under the last article's 
Credit Lines.

•     Photos may span one or two complete columns.

Notes
•     The Global Exchange logo with tagline, address line, 

and 0.25 point box are already on the Master page 
for the outside front and outside back covers. 

•     “REALITY TOURS,” the name of the country, and the 
country outline appear in the black bar on the front 
cover. 

•     “Current Issues Reader and Resource Guide” appears 
below the black bar in Univers 75 Black 18 point, 
followed by a representative photo. 

•     The compiler credit information appears below the 
0.25 point box in Univers 55 Regular 8 point, right 
justifi ed.

•     Make sure to update the contact information on the 
back cover.

•     Readers must have a Table of Contents.

Reader interior page with new article and Reader interior page with new article and 
single-column photo

Reader interior page Reader interior page 
with Section Head

Reader interior page with two-Reader interior page with two-
column photo
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Purpose
The Reality Tours department produces Flyers to 
advertise upcoming tours.

Format
Flyers are available in three single-sided formats: single 
tour full-page copied on 8.5" x 11" paper; multiple tour 
full-page copied on 8.5" x 11" paper; and single tour 2-up 
copied on 8.5" x 11" paper and cut to 5.5" x 8.5". All 
may be on whatever color paper the requestor chooses.

X. Reality Tours—Flyers

Single tour full-size flyerSingle tour full-size flyer
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Notes
•     All fl yers use a single-column format.

•     Photos may be the full width of the text or slightly 
less. Avoid vertical photos if possible.

•     Heads for all three versions are Univers 75 Black 
24 point. 

•     Contact information  for all three versions is Univers 
55 Regular 10 point.

Single-tour full-page fl yers: 
•     Location, if any, and dates are Univers 57 Condensed 

18 point. 

•     Subheads are Univers 75 Black 18 point. 

•     Text is Adobe Garamond 11 point. 

•     Themes are Univers 67 Bold Condensed 13 point. 

Multiple-tour full-page fl yers:
•     Location, if any, and dates are Univers 57 Condensed 

14 point. 

•     Subheads are Univers 75 Black 18 point. 

•     Text is Adobe Garamond 11 point. 

•     Themes are Univers 67 Bold Condensed 12 point. 

Single-tour half-page fl yers:
•     Secondary head, if any, is Univers 55 Regular 14 

point.

•     Location, if any, and dates are Univers 57 Condensed 
14 point. 

•     Subheads are Univers 75 Black 12 point. 

•     Text is Adobe Garamond 10 point. 

•     Themes are Univers 67 Bold Condensed 11 point. 

Single tour half-size flyerSingle tour half-size flyer

Multiple tour full-size flyerMultiple tour full-size flyer
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Purpose
The Reality Tours department produces Orientation 
Packs (O-packs) to inform participants about the various 
logistics of taking a tour to a particular country. 

Format
Orientation Packs are photocopied double-sided on 8.5" 
x 11" paper, with the front and back covers on colored 
8.5" x 11" card stock. Match the cover color as closely 
as possible to the brochure paper color; see page 22 for 
details. The document is bound with two staples in the 
left margin. 

XI. Reality Tours—Orientation Packs

Orientation Pack coverOrientation Pack cover
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•     Subheads are Univers 67 Bold Condensed 9 point.

•     Highlighted text may appear in a 10% gray box.

•     The text may be in two or three columns.

•     The tour name appears in Univers 67 Bold Con-
densed in the black bar on the two- and three-
column Master pages.

Notes
•     The Global Exchange logo with tagline, address line, 

and 0.25 point box are already on the Master page 
for the outside front and outside back covers. 

•     “REALITY TOURS,” the name of the country, and the 
country outline appear in the black bar on the front 
cover and two- and three-column Master pages. 

•     “Orientation Packet” appears below the black bar on 
the front cover in Univers 75 Black 18 point, followed 
by the tour name in Univers 67 Bold Condensed 11 
point, the tour date in Adobe Garamond Italic 12 
point, and a representative photo. 

•     Make sure to update the contact information on the 
back cover.

•     Heads are Univers 75 Black 12 point. 

Orientation Pack two-column formatOrientation Pack two-column format Orientation Pack three-column formatOrientation Pack three-column format
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Brochures Staff Print Date Insert Reader Cover O-pack Flyer Color

Afghanistan Steve Oct-03 x x x x celadon

Argentina Tanya Oct-03 x x gray

Brazil Tanya Oct-03 x x gray

California Kien Oct-03 x x lavender

Costa Rica Tanya May-03 x blue

Cuba Ceanna Feb-04 x x x ancient gold

Cuba—Educational Partnerships Aura Jan-04 x natural

Eco Cuba Rachel May-03 x gray

Ecuador Malia Mar-04 x x x aged

Guatemala Tanya Oct-03 x x white

Haiti Tanya Feb-03 x natural

India Nadya Feb-04 x x x x blue

Iran Ladan Feb-04 x x x blue

Ireland Nadya Jan-04 x celadon

Jamaica Nadya Jan-04 x x x ancient gold

Laos-Cambodia Nadya Oct-03 x gray

Latin America Tanya Mar-04 white

Mexico Tanya Oct-03 x x sand

Nicaragua Tanya May-03 x ancient gold

Palestine-Israel Ladan Feb-04 x aged

South Africa-Zimbabwe Sarah Oct-03 x x x sand

Tanzania Sarah Oct-03 white

Venezuela Tanya Oct-03 x lavender

Vietnam Nadya Mar-04 x x celadon

Reality Tours Schedule Sarah Mar-04  aged

General Forms Print Date Pages Paper

Accreditation Mar-04 1 20# white

Application Jan-04 2 20# cream

Financial Assistance Feb-03 1 20# white

Frequently Asked Questions May-03 2 20# buff

Liability/Health May-03 2 20# blue

Scholarship Application Nov-03 2 20# cream

Travel Guidelines Jan-04 1 20# white

Trip Evaluation Feb-04 2 20# blue

Cuba Forms Print Date Pages Paper

Advisory/Liability/Health Feb-04 3 20# buff

Educational Partnerships Feb-04 2 20# cream

Information Gathering Application Feb-04 2 20# white

License for Travel Feb-04 4 20# blue

The Excel spreadsheet below, “paper and print info.xls” 
provides information as of April 2004 about documents 
created, most recent print dates, and paper color. Update 
the spreadsheet as necessary. 

All brochures and the Reality Tours schedule are copied 
onto Astroparche 60# paper. All forms are copied onto 
20# paper. Copy two one-page forms double-sided when-
ever possible to conserve paper. 

XII. Reality Tours—Paper and Print Information



2017 Mission St., Suite 303 • San Francisco, CA 94110 • Phone: 415-255-7296 • Fax: 415-255-7498 • www.globalexchange.org

Global Exchange is an international human rights organization ded i cat ed to pro-
 mot ing environmental, political and social justice. Since our found ing in 1988, 
we have increased the US public’s global aware ness while building part ner ships 
among peoples around the world.
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